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Interim results
Our full interim results are subject to a short delay.
This is as a result of yesterday’s changes to the UK government policy in relation to
the COVID-19 virus.
To date management have considered severe but plausible downside sensitivity
scenarios but these do not include the most severe of possibilities, for example, the
Group’s stores being forced to close for a prolonged period.
We are currently reviewing further scenarios with the Group’s auditors.
We are mindful of how quickly the COVID-19 situation is developing and continue
to consider the known facts as and when they are released. We await with interest
the Chancellor’s announcement later today on how the Government is planning on
supporting businesses, and will reflect any updates in our sensitivity modelling.
At the 25 January 2020, the Group had cash on the balance sheet of £61.5m, with
access to an unutilised £12m revolving credit facility.
We are currently reviewing further scenarios with the Group’s auditors.
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Highlights
• Successful winter sale, following a challenging autumn
• Order intake up 3.3% on a like-for-like basis for the last
seven weeks
• Successful roll-out of our new in-store sales app allowing
transactions to be fully paperless and enabling further
efficiencies
• Centralised the administration of our entire branch
network creating a central customer experience team

100

• Over 200,000 Trustpilot reviews with ‘Excellent’ rating
maintained

Like-for-like orders

• The Group returned £4.4m to shareholders through a
buyback and cancellation of 2m of its own shares

-4.4%

• As of 11th Feb 2020, Sun Capital Partners no longer held
any shares in the Group
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Two-year: -2.9%

Financial review
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IFRS 16 impact
IFRS16 adjustments

Post
IFRS16
HY20
£m

PreIFRS16
HY20
£m

IAS 17

152.0

152.0

151.4

Gross profit

71.7

71.7

71.5

Distribution costs

(9.1)

1.4

(1.4)

(9.1)

(8.6)

(61.4)

11.4

(10.7)

-

(62.1)

(62.5)

1.2

12.8

(12.1)

-

0.5

0.4

Net finance
(expense)/ income

(1.8)

-

-

(2.0)

0.2

0.1

PBT

(0.6)

12.8

(12.1)

(2.0)

0.7

0.5

Underlying EBITDA

16.6

12.8

-

-

3.8

3.4

Revenue

Administration
expenses
Operating profit

Exclude
rent
£m

Include
depreciation
£m
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Include
interest
£m

HY19
£m

Financial highlights
Gross sales*

EBITDA*

EPS*

Jan 20

£160.1m

£3.8m

2.3p

Jan 19

£159.2m

£3.4m

1.6p

Jan 18

£157.4m

£3.1m

0.6p

Gross margin*

Cash in bank

Dividend (interim)

44.8%

£61.5m

5.50p

HY19 – 44.9%

HY19 – £62.5m

HY19 – 5.50p

*Figures presented are for continuing operations, before exceptional costs and IFRS 16 adjustments
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Resilience

£62.5m

£60m

£51.8m

£50m

£61.5m

Cash

• No debt with significant cash position
• Further protection from £12.0m
committed revolving credit facility to
November 2021

£30m

£36.8m

£40m

£20m

£10m

£0m
2017

2018

2019

2020
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Review of the period
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Key ingredients
Excellent customer experience with outstanding value, quality and choice

Range of price points

0%

From £299 to £5,295 - always an
offer or deal available

Easy ways to pay
Long-term interest-free making
buying easy

Brands

Service

Long term relationships with leading
furniture and flooring brands,
supporting well recognised own brands

5-star “Excellent” Trustpilot rating,
delivered by our passionate and
caring team

On key retail parks

Online

High quality stores in prime locations

Rapidly growing sales platform, and
our ‘other’ shop window for
customer research
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Our people
Improve our ability to attract, recruit, develop and
retain the right people
• Strengthening our retail teams by:
• Introduced a new field based learning and
development team to grow our internal
training capacity and capability
• Working with third party trainers to provide
development opportunities to our
management teams such as the ‘Olympic
experience’
• Currently recruiting new operating board specialists
in marketing and technology
• Delivery of key actions from the 2019 culture survey
to improve our employee’s experience and promote
general wellbeing
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Our customers
Delivering an exceptional customer experience
• “Excellent” Trustscore maintained on Trustpilot with
over 200,000 reviews

• Ranked 4th most reviewed company in the UK on
Trustpilot
• Centralisation of administrative processes to
improve the customer journey:

• A larger dedicated contact support team
available for a wider timeframe
• Consistent processes and approaches to ensure
all customers receive the same high quality
service
• 6 months of our new nYwhere in-store sales app:
• Streamlined sales ordering process
• Integrated with our core system, increasing
speed and order accuracy levels
• Enables paperless transactions
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KPIs
Trustpilot – TrustScore:
2020

4.7

2019

4.7

2018

4.7

Customer satisfaction score:
2020
2019
2018

75
77
74

Our products
Driving quality and value through our product selection
Turnover by country:

• A market leading offer:

• Wide range of price points

UK (58.2%)

• Becoming the ‘Home of Big Brands’

Far East (38.6%)

• Core ranges

Europe (3.2%)

• Product exclusivity
• Resilient and optimised supply chain:
• All purchases in £ sterling

• Key customer to suppliers
• No volume based supplier contracts
• Far East products imported through UK suppliers
• 95% made-to-order (no stock risk)

• 29% from China in FY19 – working with all
suppliers – expect lead times will temporarily
increase
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Our marketing
Creating urgency and driving traffic through a cocktail
of media activity
• Customers continue to seek value for money
promotions, we have tailored our offers to reflect
this:
• Increased ‘event days’ with shorter campaigns
• Push urgency – “ends soon”
• Clear message on our value offer
• Broad mix of media with continued review

• Increased digital marketing and use of social media
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Our digital offering
Our fastest growing revenue and traffic stream
• Online gross sales increased 24.5% to £9.8m
• Increasing levels of visualisation from our in-house
photography studio

• Key product information easily accessible
• Dedicated sales team to operate our webchat
function ensuring efficient response to customer
product queries

• Continued growth in website traffic:
• Increasing online research prior to visiting a
store
• Shop window for stores

• Growing confidence to transact online
• Our exciting new website is progressing well and
remains on track for a summer launch!
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Online gross sales:
2020

£9.8m

2019
2018

£7.8m
£6.0m

Website traffic:
2020
2019
2018

+22.2%
+15%
+5%

COVID-19
• Our people

• Implemented new working practices to safeguard our teams
• Regular communication and guidance in line with latest government advice
• Support being offered, including sick pay
• Our customers

• We will continue to provide customer service to the best of our ability, whilst
following government guidance and prioritising the health and well being of our
customers and people
• Regular contact on any delivery days we are advised of

• Any reduction in demand likely to recover post the period of disruption
• Our suppliers
• Carried out due diligence to understand sourcing of all component parts

• 3 to 4 week delays on product coming from the Far East but production and
delivery is increasing, impact of a two week delay for all Far East product at the
year-end is reduction in gross sales of c.£4m
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Summary and current trading
• Strategic priorities continue to drive results:
• £0.4m increase in EBITDA on a pre-IFRS 16 basis
• £61.5m of cash and no debt
• Current trading and outlook:
• Order intake up 3.3% on a like-for-like basis for the first seven weeks of the
second half of the year to 14 March 2020. This strengthening performance has
meant the year to date like-for-like order intake decline has reduced since the
half year and is now down 3.0% for the 33 weeks to 14 March 2020
• We have seen declines in footfall over the past week as concerns over COVID-19
increase
• Our focus in recent years on building a business with increasing resilience is reflected
in the strength of our balance sheet
• We cannot predict the impact of COVID-19, but we believe the Group is as well
positioned as it can be
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